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ABSTRACT
E-market can be defined as an internet based on solution that link
business interested in buying and selling goods and services. Also known
as online market where’s seller and buyer make a transition of product or
service. There are sevfen models in e-marketplace: hosting model,
membership model, aggression model, transaction model, pricing model,
payment model and faciIitation model. The significant of e-marketplace
are market research, storefront, create a community, e-commerce centre
and reduce the cost. What are capabilities in e-marketplace? There are
web technology are include online catalogue, auction and exchange.
Other capabilities are creating an online marketplace, facilities the
execution of the transaction, information link, seller-driven transactions
and community service.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
E-marketplaces can be defined as an Internet - based solution that links business interested in
buying and selling related goods or services from one another. E- Marketplaces also as online
versions of the town markets that still exist in many countries, at which buyers and sellers gather
to exchange goods and services, whose criteria of participant are relatively liberal and in which
no participant has the ability to dominate the structure of market.
Although there are many (different types of online marketplace, they all share one
overriding characteristic; they facilitated the business to business buying and selling process. In
particular, e- marketplaces provide business with the opportunity to easy find and compare
products and price which provide sellers with the ability to aggregate supply and demand.
Specifically, e- marketplaces can help companies to:-
(a)
(b)
cc>
Generate awareness - E-marketplaces enable companies to attract new audiences relevant
to their companies.
Provide information - The solution offered by e-marketplaces makes it easier for
Business to Business operator to inform prospects with suppliers catalogues and up to the
minute industry news.
Enable secure transactions - E-Marketplaces provide a secure environment for buyers and
sellers to make transactions.








